ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In railway planning and operation, it is a common requirement to generate and calculate the information of operation processes in order to create timetable and/or evaluate the effects of a certain operation program. Some possible scenarios of using simulation tools can be the following: -timetable construction for railway infrastructure companies and railway operators; -generation of a new real-time dispatching timetable in case of deviation, e.g. in railway operations control center; -capacity research; -design and evaluation of logistic operation concepts and infrastructure layout. With manual or analytic methods, it is inefficient or even impossible to determine the sophisticated train movements as well as the interaction among trains and infrastructure (signals, routes, and interlocking system) for a complex network. Today, the simulation methods are widely used by railway planners, operators, and researchers.
By simulating the train movements and logging the information during the whole simulation process, the information of the given operation program can be obtained and evaluated. A round of simulation is similar to an experiment of a certain operation program. In order to get the statistic characteristics of certain operation programs, or to find a relative optimal timetable in a certain time period, several rounds of simulation may be executed with different input parameters and operational conditions. Sometimes the computational workload is huge. Therefore, the accuracy, the performance and the effectiveness of the utilized simulation model should be carefully assessed and balanced.
The design of a simulation model relies highly on the level of infrastructure detail, which can be categorized as macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic. A macroscopic simulation is utilized for a large scale of simulation territory, which may cover the entire network, a subnet, a complete line, or a large area. Inside a macroscopic model, the infrastructure will be modelled at the highest abstraction level in order to obtain meaningful simulation results with reasonable computational effort and time based on a rough database mostly. While macroscopic simulation is not able to derive detailed information of the simulated operation processes from an aggregated model, the microscopic simulation is applied for the application with the highest level of detail. The results of a microscopic simulation may relate to an individual route node, tracks, junctions, stations, a complete line, or a very small network. Although a microscopic simulation is capable to simulate operation processes in detail, it can only be used in a limited area due to the considerable computational effort. Therefore, the mesoscopic models are introduced as complements. Although in some application contexts mesoscopic models integrate both macroscopic level and microscopic level, in this paper the mesoscopic model is only designated for the level of detail in the middle of microscopic and macroscopic level. More introduction and discussion of the railway simulation and infrastructure modelling are given in [1] and [2] .
With current solutions, a simulation model is bounded with a certain infrastructure level, wherein following deficiencies exist: -There is no smooth transition from macroscopic models to microscopic models in a consistent way. Since a simulation tool is limited to be used at a certain level, additional efforts (for example, combination of two different models/tools) should be invested for the applications working on multi-scale levels. -It is still the lack of a unified structure for the different level model, on which a unified algorithm, such as evaluation methods, simulation workflow, or route search algorithm, can be utilized. In this paper, the general components and different modes of simulation models are introduced in Section 2. Then the design of new approach of multi-scale simulation model is discussed in Section 3. Finally, there is the introduction of the practical use with software solutions and further possible development.
OVERVIEW OF A SIMULATION MODEL
A simulation model can be described from two perspectives: the structure perspective and the behaviour perspective. The structure perspective concerns the components for railway simulation, and the behaviour perspective reflects the workflow and mechanism of the simulation model.
Components in a simulation model
In a simulation model, the railway infrastructure, rolling stocks, as well as operation program are respectively modelled as simulation components: infrastructure resources, performers, and simulation tasks.
In a multi-scale simulation, the infrastructure resources can be track segments, block sections, or aggregated resources including route nodes, track groups, stations, junctions or lines connecting stations and/or junctions. An infrastructure resource can be requested and allocated by a performer. The performers are the vehicles moving into, within, and/or out of the observed network, wherein each performer is assigned a simulation task. A simulation task describes the movements expected to be completed for a simulation performer in the operation. In a simulation task at least one route with a starting location and a destination location is defined. The definition of the route and starting/destination location is associated with infrastructure resources. The simulation tasks are created based on an operation program, which also includes departure time and scheduled dwell time. For the trains scheduled with fixed time interval, several simulation tasks and performers can be automatically generated from a predefined operation program and train pattern.
After a simulation process is completed, the operation processes can be derived from the logged information. Further investigation and evaluation (for example, capacity research) can be carried out from the simulation results. It is also possible to visualize and monitor train movements during the simulation process when a synchronous simulation is applied (see Section 2.2).
Synchronous simulation or asynchronous simulation
Simulation methods can be classified as synchronous simulation and asynchronous simulation. In a synchronous simulation, all train movements are simulated simultaneously. Train schedules are constructed gradually driven by each time interval. Synchronous simulation is suitable to demonstrate and visualize train movements. The workflow of synchronous simulation (see Section 3.1) is very clear and easy to be implemented. The impacts of the deviation, which can be modelled as different types of delays in the model, are simulated similar to the reality as in railway dispatching systems. But in synchronous simulation, deadlocks may happen in the lines or in the station limits with bidirectional operations (see Section 3.2).
In contrast to synchronous simulation, deadlocks do not take place in an asynchronous simulation. Normally, trains are ranked according to their priorities in an asynchronous simulation model. Each train is introduced into simulation process successively based on the ranks. Since the complete blocking time stairway of a train was constructed before the train is inserted into the simulation model, all the train movements are ensured to be completed their path without deadlock problems.
With pre-built blocking time stairway, a train can be scheduled very fast in an asynchronous model. In addition, the time and efforts for deadlock avoidance are saved. The buffer time among the involved trains can be simulated close to the reality. The disadvantage of asynchronous simulation is the inflexibility of the fixed blocking time stairway, which may very often vary in real operation. The time and efforts to process possible conflicts and knock-on conflicts should be taken into consideration for some very busy lines. The pre-determined train priorities may violate the antidiscriminatory principle, if the priorities are defined based on a possibly biased foundation.
Synchronous simulation and asynchronous simulation can be combined and incorporated with each other (see [1] and [3] ). The precondition of asynchronous simulation, construction of blocking time stairway, can be fulfilled by synchronous simulation. Some trains with absolute higher priority can be simulated first, and the rest of the trains are introduced afterwards. The arrangement of different train groups fits the characteristics of asynchronous simulation, and the simulation process of each train group can be regarded as a synchronous simulation. Therefore, synchronous simulation may be considered as the basic form of simulation.
NEW APPROACH OF MULTI-SCALE SIMULATION MODEL
As the basic form of simulation, synchronous simulation can be utilized in a multi-scale simulation model. The workflow of synchronous simulation and associated deadlock problems will be discussed in this section. The most challenging issue of developing a multi-scale simulation model is to scale and transit in the simulated infrastructure model smoothly with different levels of detail. A new hybrid model has been designed, which integrates the processes among microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic models consistently.
Workflow
The workflow of synchronous simulation reflects the behavioural features of the system. The diagram of the workflow for synchronous simulation is shown in Figure 1 . The processes of a synchronous simulation are triggered by certain fixed or varied time intervals. Inside each time interval, three activities -request resources, allocate resources, and proceed with simulation tasks -are executed.
In each time interval, each train forecasts and requests the infrastructure resources supposed to be entered in the said interval. The requests are validated through conflict-free tests and deadlock-free tests. If an infrastructure resource can be entered by multiple requesters (the request associated to each requester is conflict-free and deadlock-free), certain assessment rules are utilized to determine which performer can get the chance to occupy the said resource. After the allocation of the requested resources is completed, the position of trains and the status of infrastructure are updated to simulate the change of the system in the current time interval.
The workflow of synchronous simulation is clear and intuitive. Many simulation tools are developed based on the workflow. However, a synchronous simulation model has to deal with the challenges from deadlock problems.
Deadlock problem
A deadlock is defined as follows [4] : "… a situation in which a number of trains cannot continue their path at all because every train is blocked by another one."
Although many deadlock situations may be manually identified and avoided in real operation, it can frequently happen in the computer synchronous simulation on the tracks with bidirectional operation. In the example shown in Figure 2 , without recognizing other concurrent train movements, Train A enters into Track 3 and therefore leads to deadlock. The research for resolving deadlock problems started at the end of 1960s, originally applied for computer sciences. Three strategies -deadlock detection, deadlock prevention, and deadlock avoidance -are developed. Only deadlock avoidance is suitable for railway operation and simulation [4] .
Several deadlock avoidance solutions are developed and modified for railway operation and simulation, including movement consequence analysis (MCA), dynamic route reservation (DRR) [4] , the banker's algorithm [5] , the Peterson and Taylor algorithm [7] , and the labelling algorithm [8] . However, a universal and practical solution to completely solve the deadlock problems is not available yet. An essential problem for the deadlock avoidance algorithm is associated to determining how far in advance of the operation processes should be considered. On the one hand, it may still lead to deadlocks due to a too short investigation space. On the other hand, many situa-tions that not necessarily lead to deadlocks may be identified as deadlock positively and the usability of the solution is therefore limited, if the investigation space is too large. The core of many solutions is to define practical rules [4] and improvements [5] in order to find a suitable boundary.
Scaling and link of scales
Scaling of infrastructure model includes two directions: from microscopic level to macroscopic level (bottom-up) or the opposite (top-down) [2] .
In the bottom-up direction, the attributes are aggregated from the microscopic level to upper levels. Some aggregated attributes, for example, the number of trains that passed in a node, or the overall waiting time for a small area can be easily derived from the microscopic level. However, not all the attributes can be determined in a clear and unambiguous way. For instance, when calculating the maximal permitted speed of a certain railway line, it can be the lowest permitted maximal speed of a segment in the examined line, or the average permitted speed weighted by the length of the segments. Therefore, it is necessary to define a context-dependent algorithm for each application to aggregate the indicators from the microscopic level to upper levels.
It is hard to derive the value of attributes from an abstracted macroscopic level to a detailed microscopic level. In a top-down direction, additional detailed information need to be estimated and extrapolated from the aggregated data. Therefore, the usability of the derived data is limited by the quality and accuracy of the model. Furthermore, the effort to build a model and to calibrate the parameters of the model is also considerable. A top-down scaling is not widely utilized in practise yet.
For a multi-scale simulation model, it is meaningful to apply a unified graphical structure for each level, so that a general simulation workflow, algorithm, or evaluation method can be applied consistently. In railway infrastructure modelling, a very practical model is the link and node model [2] . The possible link and node model for different levels is shown in Table 1 . Figure 3 .
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Figure 3 -The aggregation of infrastructure link and node model
The scaling of the simulation model can be discrete or continuous. In a discrete scaling mode, the user can either explicitly specify a level, or shift to a certain level according to a pre-defined threshold (for example, the zoom-in/out rate). The discrete model is easy to be understood and implemented. However, it can't provide a smooth and transparent transition between different levels. Sometimes, the explicit scaling is implemented through switching between different software tools, which is also inconvenient for the users.
Continuous scaling provides a synthesized platform for infrastructure presentation and multi-scale simulation. An assessment model is required to evaluate the significance of a node/link. The level of detail of a node/link processed in the model will be determined by the assessed significance value. The criteria for the assessment depend on the type of investigation and expected results. Some examples can be: -the total length of the evaluated node/link -the number of points/crossing/block section -the number of route node/track groups -the type of services (passenger, freight, mixed, or shunting) -the capacity of the evaluated node/link -other user-specified values.
Every infrastructure node/link can get at least a chance to be processed at an aggregated macroscopic level. The value of the significance and the current zoom-in/out rate determines whether the evaluated node/link can be further processed in a mesoscopic or microscopic level. With a low zoom-in rate, the nodes/ links with higher significance may be presented and simulated at a more detailed infrastructure level than those with lower significance. With the increase in zoom-in rate, more and more details can be processed in detail. Therefore, a continuous scaling of simulation model is achieved. In Figure 4 , an example of continuous scaling mode is illustrated at a certain zoom-in/ out rate. According to the value of the significance, all the infrastructure nodes are displayed and processed at microscopic, mesoscopic, or macroscopic level, respectively.
Design of a new hybrid model
A simulation model is designed for one or more railway planning or operational purposes. Based on the purposes, some specific processes will be executed. These processes can be: -scheduling of operation processes; -dispatching; -optimization; -capacity research; -visualization of train movements and operation processes.
A hybrid model has therefore been designed, which integrates the processes from microscopic level to macroscopic level together with inside a common process-oriented framework. According to the characteristics of the processes, either the discrete scaling mode or continuous scaling mode (see Section 3.3) can be chosen.
The discrete scaling mode is suitable for the scenario, where the purpose and the workflow of the simulation processes for different infrastructure levels are distinct. Such processes can be regarded as inhomogeneous processes. An example of the framework is the hybrid model of multi-level dispatching framework proposed in [6] . Inside the framework, a detailed synchronous simulation is executed at the microscopic level to derive the basic dispatching solution. The basic solution will be aggregated and optimized at the macroscopic level. Finally, the optimized solution will be further elaborated at the microscopic level in order to obtain the final dispatching solution. In the said framework, the processes at microscopic level (scheduling, elaboration) and the process at macroscopic level (optimization) have different workflow and intention. By isolating the microscopic details from the strategy optimization process different concerns are encapsulated at different levels. The system flexibility is gained with low level of complexity.
For the research that not only requires the perspective from the macroscopic level, but also concentrates on the details in one or more local areas simultaneously, a hybrid model can be designed based on the continuous scaling mode. Inside this model, one or more processes can run at both macroscopic and microscopic level. Such processes can be regarded as homogenous processes. For example, through the simulation running on the continuous scaling mode, the quality of service (such as waiting time or the grade of punctuality) and the utilization level of infrastructure nodes/links can be calculated and evaluated at the microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic levels concurrently. The observed areas, bottlenecks, or the areas with high significance, will be simulated and examined at the microscopic level. The rest areas are investigated at mesoscopic or macroscopic levels with a low level of detail.
The homogeneity of processes should be determined at the time to design and construct the simulation model. If a process is embodied inside the simulation model, it is favourable to design the process as a homogenous process (e.g. a route searching process), which can be shared and applied for different infrastructure detail levels with a consistent workflow. However, not all processes are suitable to be designed or regarded as homogenous processes. Situations using inhomogeneous processes are: -The computational efforts of a process are huge with an unnecessarily high level of detail. The process is suitable to be considered in a high aggregated level only. -Due to the high requirement of level of detail, it only makes sense to design some processes in a microscopic level (e.g. the optimized energy-efficient driving style and running dynamic calculation). -If a simulation model is designed for multiple processes (e.g. evaluation, operation control, or analysis), which are running outside the application context of the simulation model or in a third-partysoftware with different specific level of detail, these processes can be considered as inhomogeneous processes.
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Figure 4 -An example of continuous scaling mode
In a hybrid simulation model, processes can be executed with several rounds. For inhomogeneous processes, a round of simulation at a certain infrastructure level is designated for a certain phase that is suitable for the current level. For homogeneous processes, a round of simulation covers both macroscopic and microscopic levels. Several rounds of simulation for homogeneous processes can be used for a multiphase workflow and/or to derive an optimized result. In each round, the concerned level of detail of the infrastructure nodes/links may vary dynamically according to the new assessed significance value. The comparison of the multiphase simulation for different scaling modes is shown in Figure 5 .
Scaling of the models concerns on the level of detail of infrastructure models, and hybrid model concerns the processes executed in the model. The homogeneity of the processes determines which kind of scaling mode is applied. A discrete scaling mode is suitable for inhomogeneous processes; homogenous processes are preferred to be simulated in a continuous scaling without needing switches between different infrastructure levels.
PRACTICAL USE WITH SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
Some railway simulation software tools are available for commercial and research purposes. They are based on either synchronous mode, such as RailSys (by RMCon Software), and OpenTrack (by ETH Zurich), or asynchronous mode, such as LUKS (by RWTH Aachen). These tools can be used for long-term or short-term timetable construction, capacity research, and operation control. It can also be used for design and evaluation of logistic operation concepts, such as the software tool PULRAN (by University of Stuttgart), which has been developed to simulate the shunting process with the feature of deadlock avoidance.
The current solutions for multi-scale simulation are mainly implemented by combining macroscopic and microscopic simulation through a discrete scaling model. An example is the combination between RailSys (microscopic simulation) and NEMO (macroscopic, by RMCon Software). To achieve a smooth and consistent transition with a hybrid simulation model, it is efficient to unify the processes running on different infrastructure levels as much as possible. Further development of multi-scale simulation can be the design of a continuous scaling mode applied with consistent processes in the model, wherein the assessment of the significance of infrastructure node/link is decisive.
Since it is hard to derive the detailed information of infrastructure from macroscopic to microscopic, data aggregation is more practical for transformation through different infrastructure levels in a multi-scale simulation model. Further development of a multiscale simulation should start from continuous data collection including an iterative consideration at microscopic level, and the design of infrastructure aggregation model.
To verify the usability of a simulation model, the results of a simulation model can be compared with the reality. The quality and the effectiveness of simulation tools used in railway planning and operation will be further improved parallel with the development of the railway system modelling, infrastructure data management, as well as the research and the application of multi-scale simulation models.
CONCLUSION
In railway planning and operation, simulation methods are used as experimental approaches for timetable construction, evaluation of infrastructure designs and operation concepts, as well as train dispatching. Two different modes of simulation, synchronous and asynchronous simulation, can be incorporated with each other.
With current solutions, a simulation model is bounded with a certain infrastructure level. The efficiency and effectiveness are limited due to lack of a unified structure and algorithm among different infrastructure levels, as well as a smooth transition between levels. By differentiation of the level of detail of the investigated infrastructure, a flexible transition using discrete or continuous scaling will be achieved with consideration of the homogeneity of the processes running in the simulation model. Within the multi-scale simulation model, railway planning and operation processes can be simulated, evaluated and optimized consistently. 
